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Phase II Outreach Summary
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The following report summarizes the information obtained through community outreach initiatives during Phase II
of the NCOD Review Project (November 2018). Data was collected during community meetings, open houses, and
an online questionnaire. The data collected does not represent an accurate sampling of the Bozeman community,
but rather represents self-selected participant’s sentiments surrounding initial policy recommendations. The findings
below signify either a majority response or divided community sentiment. Complete findings are available on the
City’s project page www.bozeman.net/city-project/ncod-review. Participants were asked about:
•
•
•
•
•

NCOD purpose and boundary adjustments
Design Standards and Guidelines
Strengthening the Historic Preservation Program
Expanding incentives for historic properties
Elevate HPAB to a decision-making body

•
•
•

Adjusting the B-3 Boundary and transition zones
Relate zone districts to historic district boundaries
and neighborhood character
Streamlining processes and project information

38%

aged 35-54

80%
previously
participated

How to read this report.
Findings have been color coded and grouped into four distinct policy areas: NCOD purpose and boundary, historic
preservation, zoning and context, and process information. A general summary of each can be found below followed
by question specific findings. Each key finding is numbered and followed by corresponding findings, reading from
left to right. Related questions are connected by a solid line.

NCOD: PURPOSE + BOUNDARY
The majority of participants supported
retaining the NCOD, stating that they felt it
has been effective and it would be easier to
‘tweak’ the NCOD than to start over. Some
participants were interested in exploring
replacing the NCOD with design guidelines.
It was felt that design guidelines might
help new designs fit into existing context.
Participants expressed moderate to
high support for creating standards and
guidelines specific to different areas and
neighborhoods.
Participants expressed moderate to high
interest in retaining the current area of the
NCOD and were supportive of making
minor changes immediately - many felt that
sigificant changes warranted an architectural
survey.

HISTORIC PRESERVATION
Th
There
was a hi
high
h llevell off supportt ffor strengthening
t
th i
th
the
Historic Preservation program with the majority of participants
feeling that it would aid efforts to preserve Bozeman’s unique
history. There were some participants that expressed concern
over increased regulation and review processes becoming
convoluted, but the majority did not see any negative impacts
to strengthening the program.
There was a high level of support for expanding incentives
for historic properties, and a request for further detail and
examples. Some felt that it might create additional costs
to the City and could potentially create inequity between
contemporary and historic properties. The majority of those
polled selected phasing-in a stronger historic preservation
program with incremental steps in-lieu of implementing
changes simultaneously.

While the majority of participants were interested in HPAB
becoming a decision-making body, there was a vocal faction
that felt there were other ways to strengthen the program.
Over 80% of participants showed moderate to high support
for creating standards and guidelines for historic landmarks
and historic districts.

25-34

145+
Participants

96%

Bozeman
residents

ZONING + CONTEXT

PROCESS + INFORMATION

I conversations
In
i
with
i h participants,
i i
th
there appeared
d to b
be llow
support for adjusting the B-3 Zone District to allow for increased
transitional requirements outside of those found within the UDC.
However, across the two polling sessions and online survey, the
majority of participants showed moderate to high support for
exploring how to better to align the southern boundary of B-3 with
low scale residential neighborhoods to the south. Participants felt
this opportunity would help to preserve the mass and scale in
historic districts and reduce conflict between new developments
in existing neighborhoods.

Participants were highly in favor of a more
streamlined process and wanted more
detail on what this could look like on the
ground. Many felt that exploring how to
streamline current reviews would create a
more predictable process that is easier for
applicants to understand.

Participants expressed concern over stifling downtown
development and pushing development into areas outside of
the Main Street area. Participants were particularly conflicted in
how to approach adjustments with a fairly even spread polling in
favor of creating a transitional zone, incorporating additional site
design requirements within existing zone edge requirements, and
incentivizing redevelopment along North 7th Street.
While participants felt that aligning zoning with historic districts and
neighborhoods would create more consistency in development
patterns, there was no consensus on the best approach.

Some participants felt that requiring a binding
review process from the Design Review Board
might be an option to streamline reviews.
Participants across all meetings and
feedback opportunities expressed an interest
in having more specific thresholds for how
and when project information is shared with
both neighbors and the public. Many were
interested in building upon existing channels
and potentially adding texting alerts or
increasing the information on development
notices.

NCOD: PURPOSE + BOUNDARY
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53%
What is your level of
support for retaining
the NCOD?

Feel that the NCOD
has been effective.

50%

33%

Want to retain the
NCOD.

Prefer to replace the
NCOD with design
guidelines.

3

39%

32%
Support for design
guidelines for specific
neighborhoods.

Prefer to change
boundary AFTER an
architectural survey.

I don’t see any negatives
to neighborhood specific
standards and guidelines.

Support for retaining the
NCOD area.
1

3

4

low

5
high

24% 12% 18% 25% 22%
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21%

Feel its too much
regulation.

B
Biggest
positive
of neighborhood
design guidelines:

24%

Don’t feel
it supports
creativity

New design will fit into
existing context.

41%

41%

Don’t see any
negatives to
keeping NCOD

Want the
NCOD to be
expanded.

“I like the two area idea
- we’ll see if it merits
expansion to smaller
areas.” Participant
comment

HISTORIC PRESERVATION

+
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57%
Prefer to expand
incentives for historic
properties.

1

v

49%
What is your leve
level
of support for
strengthening the
Historic Preservation

-

39%

Preserves our
history.

Preserves mass
and scale in
neighborhoods.

6

30% 19%

The review
process will
become
too long /
convoluted.

Too limiting
on design
options.

Prefer to phase-in a
stronger historic
preservation program with

incremental steps.

+

18th

Support for elevating
HPAB to a decisionmaking body.

37%

5

44%

Moderate-high to high
support for expanding
incentives for historic
properties.

Support flexibility to
deal with unique
situations and site
conditions.

70%
7

Biggest negative
to elevating HPAB to
a decision- making body:

Biggest positive
t elevating HPAB to a
to
decision- making body:

Longer application
process.

Historic projects receive
heightened review against
criteria and standards.

43%
Prefer HPAB provide a
recommendation for historic
projects and projects within
historic districts.

72%
Moderate-high to high
support for creating standards
and guidelines for historic
landmarks and districts.
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34%

32%

34%
vs

What is your level o
of
support to align southern
B-3 boundary with
Babcock Street?

27%

+

9

Protect mass and
scale in historic
districts.

Reduce conflicts
between historic
districts and new
development.

54%

New buildings
better relate to
historic district
context.

What is your level of
support to align zone
districts with historic
district boundaries?

Will stifle
downtown
development.

I don’t see
any
negatives.

+
39% 31%
I don’t
see any
negatives.

Will sterilize
historic
districts.

1

3

2

24%

31%

34%
Prefer a B-3 transitional

zone for areas beyond
the downtown core.

Prefer additional site
design standards within
the existing zone edge
transition requirements

10

Support to align
zone
districts with
z
neighborhood character?

35%

35%
Explore adjusting the
historic district boundaries
to relate to the existing
zone districts.

Prefer to incentivize
redevelopment along
North 7th through TDRs.

Develop a historic
preservation overlay zone
in place of amending
zone district boundaries.

1
low

2

3

4

5
high

22% 3% 15% 25% 34%

PROCESS+ INFORMATION

11

v

Support for a
streamlined and
understandble process.

Biggest positives of
a streamlined and
understandable process:
Predictable process.
Easier to understand.

37%
Provide information to
the area surrounding a
project prior to the first
hearing.

“Expand homeowner
notification requirements
to be commensurate
with impact. Clearly
communicate public
input opportunities and
time frames.”

40%
Require input from
established neighborhood
associations on largescale projects.

“Depends on the
scale of the project.
Larger projects should
have more noticing
requirements.”
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